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Have your kids trim this
cookie tree for sweet
holidaymemories
KIM OSSI

In a Perfect Holiday World, you are done
with all your Christmas shopping, have all
your baking (and freezing) checked off the
to-do list, decorated the house to the nines
and now you have a nice relaxing few weeks
to celebrate the warmth of the holiday season
with your family and, especially, the kids.

Hilarious, right?

I know: From Thanksgiving to Christmas
you barely get a minute to yourself. My
advice? It’s OK to take some shortcuts.
Really. And I am queen of “make everything
from scratch.”

Here is a great example of a how to take a
little shortcut that no one will notice. This
cookie-decorating project from Betty Crocker
-- perfect for entertaining the kids over their
winter break -- has you sub in a cookie mix
instead of the DIYing it. The beauty of this
project is, it’s really all about the decoration;

a mix just makes your life easier.

So go ahead and bake up the edible canvas
ahead of time and get all your decorating
goodies -- pre-made frostings, colored sugars,
sprinkles and more -- set up. Then surprise
the kids with this project that could become
a holiday tradition: time to “trim” the cookie
tree! The kids will be busy making a parent-
approved mess and the parents get a minute
to sit and enjoy watching creativity in action
-- all while making merry holiday memories
for the whole family.

Visit www.bettycrocker.com/redhot for
complete nutrition information, more
holiday recipes and kids’ projects, including
Gumdrop Trees, Elf Cookies and Gluten-Free
Reindeer Feed.
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Decorate it Yourself Cookie Tree
Prep Time: 15 Minutes Start to Finish: 50 Minutes Serves: 20 (210 calories/serving)

1 pouch sugar cookie mix
1/3 cup butter, softened
1 egg
Green food color
1 container whipped fluffy white frosting
Assorted candies and sprinkles, as desired for decorating

1. Heat oven to 375 degrees. Line 15-by-10-by-1-inch pan with foil or parchment.
2. In medium bowl, stir cookie mix, butter and egg until soft dough forms.With moistened
fingers, press dough in bottom of pan.
3. Bake 10 to 14 minutes or until light golden brown; cool completely, about 30 minutes.
4. Carefully remove cooled cookie from pan by lifting foil or parchment.
5. Cut tree shape from baked cookie. If you need help, create a tree template with some
scrap paper or lightweight cardboard. Place the template on the baked cookie and cut
around it using a sharp knife.
6. Stir food color into frosting as desired. Decorate cookie tree with frosting, candy and
sprinkles. (Recipe from www.bettycrocker.com )

You can make the cutout cookie the day before the fun begins. Store cookie covered with
plastic wrap or foil. Try a variety of sugared gum drops, candy-coated sunflower nuts and
cinnamon candies for fun designs and colors.
Cut shapes out of the scrap cookie; a star to decorate the top of the tree or squares and
rectangles to make gifts to go under the tree.
Chocolate chip cookie mix can be substituted for the sugar cookie mix. Stir some chopped
nuts into the dough for an indulgent treat.

The team of four-legged, hoofed creatures who fly through
the night, carrying a heavy sleigh, the Jolly Big Man, and piles
of presents.

We might think to leave them some carrots, but they deserve
more. After all, they do all the really heavy lifting. This
Christmas, leave them with a treat that’s sure to keep them
going and bring a little flair to their flight.

Wealways
remembermilk
and cookies for
Santa, butwhat
about the
reindeer?


